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The aim of this paper is to highlight the frequent occurrence of associated motion and compare the construction in 20 languages from the four main linguistic phyla of Africa. Associated motion is a strategy typical of Australian and South American languages whereby a motion event is subordinated to a verb’s event but is encoded by an affix from the semantic category of ‘associated motion’ (Koch, 1984) rather than by another verb or satellite clause. In this paper I show that associated motion is quite widespread in Africa, although overall little discussed. In the languages surveyed the structure exhibits the following particularities: (i) it is marked by satellites, which systematically also mark deictic path, (ii) it relates to the main verb in different ways depending on the event the latter encodes and the context, and (iii) it occurs with different lexical verb classes depending on the language. This study adds to the growing literature on the topic and seeks to highlight strong similarities between path expressions and the category of associated motion, currently ignored in the literature. 
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1.	Introduction 
Cross-linguistically, semantic relationships between separate events tend to be encoded by multi-verb constructions, such as compounding, serialisation and clause linking (e.g. subordination, coordination, clause chaining). Associated motion (henceforth AM) can be defined as a mono-verbal event linking construction encoding a temporal relationship between an event lexicalised by a verb and a motion event encoded by a functional morpheme, often an affix (Koch, 1984; Wilkins, 1991; 2006; Guillaume, under review). In such constructions, the event lexicalised by the verb is the main event and determines the argument structure of the whole clause (Koch, 1984; Voisin, 2013). The following examples from the Arandic language Kaytej, where the italicised affixes mark motion events respectively preceding and occurring at the same time as the verbs’ events, illustrate the phenomenon. 

(1)	Kaytej (Arandic, Pama-Nyungan; Australia: Koch, 1984: 27-28) 
	a.	Arntwe	nte			eyle-yene-ne. 
		water		2sg:erg		get-go.and-imprf




		‘(The dog) is running up in this direction.’ 

AM is a frequent and typical feature of the Arandic languages of central Australia (Dixon, 1977; Koch 1984; Turnbridge 1988; Wilkins 2006), and a large number of languages of Central and South America (O’Connor 2007; Guillaume under review; Vuillermet 2013; Rose 2015; Talmy 2000; Zavala Maldonado 2000). Outside of the above regions, AM patterns have been described in the Kirandi languages of Nepal in Asia (Jacques 2013), as well as in Africa, in some Atlantic languages, such as Wolof, Noon or Sereer (Voisin, 2013; Renaudier, 2012), and the Nilotic languages Datooga and Cherang’any (Kiessling 2007; Mietzner 2015). 
	Across these languages, morphemes marking AM form more or less complex paradigms, but generally encode features contrasting along three main ‘parameters’ (Wilkins, 1991). They usually specify a temporal relation between the two events involved. A subordinated motion can thus precede, follow or be concomitant to the main verb’s event (see e.g. 1). Second, they encode a particular path of motion; i.e. a trajectory followed by an entity in motion, the figure (Talmy, 2000). The most basic and common path distinctions are deictic, specifying notions such as ‘toward the speaker’ (ventive) or ‘away from the speaker’ (itive). Thus, in (2) the suffixes -i and -si contrast in the type of path they encode, respectively itive and ventive.  

(2)	Wolof (Atlantic: Voisin, 2013: 142)
	a.	Dafa		doon	xataraayu		ngir			xeex-i.
		ev.3sg		pst		struggle			in.order.to		fight-go&do




		‘The entire village had come to save him.’		

Many AM systems have forms encoding more complex path types (cf. Payne 1984; Vuillermet 2013; Wilkins 2006 amongst others), one of which is the so-called ‘return-shaped’ path (after Wilkins, 2006) presupposing motion from and back to a deictic anchor.  

(3)	Arrenrte (Arandic; Australia: Wilkins, 2006: 47)
	… ahelhe-ke	anteme	itne		irrpe-ty.alpe-ke.
	 	ground-dat	now		3pl.sbj	enter-go.back&do-pc
‘… they (the ancestral caterpillars) went back (to Emily Gap) and now entered the ground (there).’ 

Finally, AM markers specify a particular lexical-functional relation between the two linked events. Subordinated motion always shares its figure with an argument of the main verb. Identification is predominantly with the subject (Guillaume under review), as in all the previous examples, but can also be with the object or, more rarely, the secondary object (Guillaume, 2009; Rose, 2015; Wilkins, 2006; Koch, 1984; Vuillermet, 2013). In (4) below, the figure of the motion is ekwita ‘person’, the direct object of the verb ‘to see’.
 
(4)	Cavineña (Tacana; Bolivia: Guillaume, 2009: 197) 
	tume		=pa	=taa		=tuja		=tu	ba-tsa-ya		 	




	‘He saw a person coming in his direction.’ 






	‘Your father-in-law came into the room (in the direction of the speaker).’ 

A few studies, focussing particularly on African languages, have however noted the fact that deictic directionals may assume functions similar to those of AM markers. Thus, Bourdin (2005) and Claudi (2012) discuss ‘roundtrip’ interpretations of the Somali deictic particles soo and sii very similar to interpretations of AM, while Alamin et al. (2012) present an ‘alloying’ construction in Tima (Niger-Congo) in which a ventive suffix marks subsequent motion events. 
	In this paper I further highlight the strong similarities between deictic directionals and AM markers in 20 Afro-Asiatic, Khoisan, Nilo-Saharan and Niger-Congo languages (cf. Table 1). All the languages studied display non lexical morphemes ─ affixes, particles, clitics, verb extensions or verb stems ─ encoding deictic directionality. These elements, which will be referred to as satellites, may also all be interpreted with associated motion meanings, in which case they mark the same range of features as those encoded by canonical AM markers, including temporal relations such as precedence and subsequence. I show that whether a morpheme is interpreted with deictic or AM reading depends to a large extent on the lexical class of the main verb and the type of event it encodes. Path-of-motion verbs all trigger directional readings while verbs describing certain activities necessarily trigger associated motion readings. Apart from these two verb classes, however, the distribution of directional vs. AM readings varies. The distinctions in interpretations do not involve a clear-cut motion vs. non motion event opposition, but are instead more gradual. Based on these findings I propose an initial ranking of (some) lexical verb classes, depending on how likely they are to derive deictic directional readings vs. AM.
       
[insert Table 1]

2.	Features of deictic associated motion in African languages
In this section I describe the main semantic properties of AM encoded by the deictic satellites in the corpus and show that the added motion events share many features of those marked by the category of AM, in terms of their time relations, paths and figures. I consider the events lexicalised by the verbs in such constructions to constitute the main events. One reason to follow this assumption is that, similarly to canonical AM, the verbs determine the overall argument structure of the clause and the deictic satellites in the corpus never affect this structure. The second kind of evidence is the interpretation of adverbial modification in one language for which I have more data available. In Taqbaylit (Berber, Afro-Asiatic) temporal and manner adverbial modifications of AM constructions necessarily have scope over the event lexicalised by the main verb, rather than the motion event. Thus, in the following examples, the expressions f tnac ‘at noon’ and slmghawla ‘quickly/fast’ can modify the event of eating lexicalised by the main verb but not the associated motion event marked by the ventive clitic =d.   

(6)	Tabaylit (Berber, Afro-Asiatic: Algeria; Ben Si Said, pc)
	a.	y-cca				=d		f	tnac.
		3sgm-eat.pfv		=ven		at	twelve
		‘He ate at noon and came back.’




		‘He ate fast and came back.’
		*‘He ate (normally) and came back fast.’ 

2.1.	Time of motion events
Associated motion events marked by deictic satellites in African languages can occur in the three temporal relations precedence, subsequence and concomitance, identified in section 1. Each relation is illustrated in the following examples. 

(7)	Precedence: Anywa (Nilotic, Nilo-Saharan; Reh, 1996: 254) 
	làaJ-J
	urinate-itv
	‘Go and urinate there!’

(8)	Subsequence: Lele (Chadic, Afro-Asiatic; Frajzyngier, 2001:194) 
	ŋ		lèé		jè			sìí
	1sg	eat		ven		meat
	‘I ate the meat (somewhere else and came back).’








‘He (the old man) saw the cattle coming his way, until they changed their direction, moving away from him and passing his house.’

In the data consulted, motion events considered to involve concomitant AM relate to the main events in distinct ways. This can be seen in the contrast in interpretations between example (9) and (10) below. 

(10)	Concomitance: Tamasheq (Berber, Afro-Asiatic; Mali: Heath, 2005:600)
		i-kša		 	=hin
 		3sgm-eat.pfv	 =itv
 		‘It (=bush fire) ate up (the vegetation) going away that way.’

Both examples describe motion events which co-occur with the events of ‘seeing’ and ‘eating’ expressed by the main verbs. However, intuitively the motion does not seem to be semantically integrated in the same way. In (9) it is distinct from the event of ‘seeing’, in the sense that none of the co-events pertains to, assists or affects the unfolding of the other. The disjointness between the two events (which nonetheless co-occur) is clear since they do not have the same semantic subjects. Rather than the subject experiencer of the main verb, it is its object which is the figure of the motion event. In (10), however, the motion is integrated with the eating event, which even seems to constitute the manner in which the subordinate event unfolds. That is the progression of the motion event is largely dependent on the progression of the ‘eating’ event. This more integrated relationship is to a certain extent the same as the relationship which holds in (11) below. Except that in (11) the itive mobilitive affix on the path motion verb glossed as ‘to descend’ clearly has a deictic path interpretation, rather than an AM one. 

(11)	Concomitance: Datooga (Nilotic, Nilo-Saharan; Kiessling, 2007: 130) 
		qwá-hìiŋáad-á					nìirjá			gwà-éeʃ-à	nìirjá
		sbj3-descend.mob.itv-is		other.nom		sbj3-say-is	other.nom
		‘One of them descended (away from the speaker), and he said to the 				other one (...).’

Since all the markers involved in this study are ambiguous between deictic path readings and AM readings, a clear distinction must be made between these two types of concomitant motions. I will here differentiate concomitance from simultaneity. Concomitance involves two events that co-occur and are semantically integrated, in the sense that the main verb’s event describes an activity which can be amalgamated with motion. Simultaneity refers to a relation between two semantically separate events occurring at the same time. Given this dichotomy, the construction in (9) involves simultaneity, while the constructions in (10) and (11) involve concomitance.
	All languages in the sample have satellites that are polysemous and mark at least one time relation in addition to concomitance. These languages fall into three main groups. The first group of languages have one or both of their deictic satellites marking all possible relations, concomitance, simultaneity, precedence or subsequence to the main verb event. Three out of the 20 languages, Somali (Cushitic, Afroasiatic), Masai (Nilotic, Nilo-Saharan) and Tamasheq (Berber, Afro-Asiatic), are included in this group. Examples illustrating each relations are given in (12) from Tamasheq. 




















			‘You gathered and brought a quantity of Tribulus vine.’

The second type, represented in the corpus by Mandinka (Mande, Niger-Congo), has one form ambiguous between concomitance, simultaneity and subsequence.
As can be observed below, the ventive particle naŋ adds a deictic path modification to the event lexicalised by múrúu ‘return’ in (13a), it associates a simultaneous motion event to verb jé ‘see’ in (13b), and finally adds a subsequent motion to the event lexicalised by  ƒǎa ‘kill’ in (13c). 

 
(13)	Mandinka (Mande, Niger-Congo: Creissels, 2014 : 98-99)






			‘The snake left for a long time, (then) it came back.’
	
		b. 	Simultaneity 
			súŋkút-óo 	ye		Tumáanî		jé	 naŋ	a	 níŋ	nins-óo-lu
			girl-det	 	pfv	toumani		see	 ven	3sg with	cow-det-pl










‘Your father went hunting, it is him who killed the game and brought it here.’ 

Languages in the third group have one or more forms marking a single relation in addition to concomitance. This group can be further subdivided depending on the nature of the relations between the co-events. 
	In the sample, #Höã (Khoisan) and Datooga (Nilotic, Nilo-Saharan) are the only two languages with a form marking only simultaneity in addition to concomitance.  In #Höã, Collins & Gruber (2014) describes the event encoded by the verb !káni ‘collect’ in (14a) as framed within a motion event. Thus, the interpretation is that the mothers collected wood while going (somewhere). This simultaneous type of motion is marked by the morpheme nà glossed as an itinerant. 

(14)	#Höã (Khoisan; Botswana: Collins & Gruber, 2014: 43)
		Simultaneity
		‘àm		gye		-qà	kì		nà		!káni,		nà		!káni




		‘The mothers collected, collected .. collected wood, collected wood.’ 






		‘While I was still coming jogging.’ 

The largest group of the corpus is formed by the languages which allow subsequence in addition to concomitance. They include Tima (Niger-Congo), Koyraboro Senni (Songhay, Nilo-Saharan), Koyra Chiini (Songhay, Nilo-Saharan), Taqbaylit (Berber, Afro-Asiatic), Ait Seghrouchen (Berber, Afro-Asiatic), Otoro (Kordofanian, Niger-Congo), Lele (Chadic, Afro-Asiatic), Hausa (Chadic, Afro-Asiatic), Kenga (Nilo-Saharan) and Dinka (Nilotic, Nilo-Saharan). All of these languages, except Kenga and Dinka, allow return-shaped path motion event (cf. section 4.2.). The Hausa examples below illustrate the ambiguity. 

(16)	Hausa (Chadic, Afro-Asiatic: Newman, 2000: 663)
		a.  	yā har͂bō nì dà kibiyā̀ 
			‘He shot at me with an arrow.’ 

		b.	yā sayō nāmā̀
			‘He bought some meat and brought it back.’ 

Finally three languages allow precedence in addition to concomitance. They include Serer (Atlantic, Niger-Congo), Anywa (Nilotic, Nilo-Saharan), and Ghadamsi (Berber, Afro-Asiatic). In Ghadamsi the itive directional, but not the ventive may mark prior motion. Note that these motion events are never translated as purposive (i.e. go to do), but always as involving a coordinated motion (as in 17 below). 

(17)	Anywa (Nilotic, Nilo-Saharan; Reh, 1996: 254) 
		làaJ-J
		urinate-itv
		‘Go and urinate there!’

2.2.	Paths of motion events  
The motion events encoded by the satellites are directed or oriented depending on their deictic path semantics. Not surprisingly, satellites classified as itives or centrifugals mark motion directed away from the speaker or deictic anchor, while those categorised as ventives or centripetals mark motion directed towards the speaker or deictic anchor. This is clearly observable from the examples discussed in the previous section, but two additional examples are provided below for convenience. Thus, in (18a) from Mandinka, the ventive naŋ marks a motion directed towards the deictic anchor, while the itive suffix of Dinka  encodes motion directed away in (18b). 

(18)	a.	Mandinka (Mande, Niger-Congo: Creissels, 2014: 98)
			musu-kéebáa	ye		wul-ôo	kílí	naŋ
  			old.woman.det	pfv	dog-det	call	ven
			‘The old woman called the dog in order for it to come.’

		b.	Dinka (Nilotic, Nilo-Saharan: Andersen, 2012: 40)
			cwâ̤ar		à̰=kwɛ̰́ɛl		wḛ́ŋ		tô̰ooc
			thief:abs	d=steal:itv		cow:abs	town:loc
			‘The thief is stealing the cow, taking it to the swamp.’

A more interesting feature of deictic AM is the frequency of return-shaped path presuppositions, such as those in (19). 

(19)	a. 	Otoro (Kordofanian, Niger-Congo; Stevenson, 2009: 264)
			ŋi		gwa-dhir-a
			1sg	fut-sleep-3rdstem
			‘I shall sleep and return.’ 
 
		b.	Taqbaylit (Berber, Afro-Asiatic; author’s corpus)
	tlm-γ				=d	taqbaylit	
			learn.pfv-1sg		=ven	Taqbaylit
			‘She learned Taqbaylit and came back.’

This return-shaped path, also referred to as roundtrip motion by Bourdin (2005), occurs in eleven languages from the corpus and is always marked by ventive satellites. All seven languages from the Afro-Asiatic group, including all Berber and Chadic varieties, have predominant ventive return motion. The two Songhay (Nilo-Saharan) languages, as well as Tima and Otoro (Niger-Congo) also present this feature. In Tima, as discussed by Alamin et al. (2012), return paths are limited to discourse situations where both the speaker and their addressee are in the same location. In such contexts, the first part of the path has to be overtly expressed by the Tima counterpart of the English verb ‘to go’. 

(20)	Tima (Niger-Congo; Nuba Mountains: Alamin et al., 2012: 27)
		a.	àyí			mɔ́ɔ̀k-iŋ
			go.imp:sg		drink.imp:sg-ven




			‘Go, build the house and come (back)!’

The frequency of return-path motion, of course, cannot be coincidental and suggests a close link between this type of AM and ventive directionality. However, it is not clear to me why that is the case. One possible explanation could be that return motion is triggered specifically by the ‘toward deictic anchor’ semantics of ventive directionals. It is possible that ventive morphemes are interpreted in those instances as directing the motion event to a prominent location, rather than simply the location of a deictic anchor. A location already visited by a subject is more prominent, and this would make the return meaning more frequent. 

2.3.	Grammatical property of the figure 






(21)	a. 	Koyra Chiini (Songhay, Nilo-Saharan; Heath, 1998: 140)
			no-o		koy	dogo-kate		[	hayni		woo		ra]
			2sg-s		go		uproot-ven			millet		dem		loc
			‘You go and uproot that millet (and come back with it)!’

		b.	Ait Seghrouchen (Berber, Afro-Asiatic; Bentolila, 1969) 
aṛaḥ		ažm				=d		aman	
go.aor	draw.out.aor		=ven		water 
‘Go draw out some water (and bring it here).’ 

Causative object motion is the most frequent in the corpus. But some languages display independent motion of the object. Constructions in which the object is the sole figure of motion are found in two languages in the corpus: Datooga and Mandinka. As it can be observed from (22) both examples provided in the sources involve verbs of perception glossed as ‘to see’.  







‘He (the old man) saw the cattle coming his way, until they changed their direction, moving away from him and passing his house.’







			‘The girl saw Toumani come towards her with the cows.’

One language in the corpus, Somali, allows the figure of the motion event marked by its itive satellite not to be identified with a grammatical argument of the main verb, but instead with a speech participant or any other prominent entity. As explained by Bourdin (2005) this ‘switch-reference’ often arises in contexts where the subject of the main verb cannot be interpreted as the figure of the added motion event. In the following examples, the figure of motion is either the speaker or the addressee, but cannot be the subject of the verb. 

(23)	Somali (Cushitic, Afro-Asiatic; Somalia: Bourdin, 2005: 17)
		a.  	sii		seexo
	 		itv		sleep.ipfv.2sg






‘I’m going to stuff my face, while you are out (i.e. before you come back).’

3.	Lexical verb classes and distribution 
The category of AM, as it is found in Australian and South American languages is generally not limited to a specific lexical verb class​[1]​ (Vuillermet, 2013). The category is often differentiated from deictic directionals on the basis that the latter tend to only occur with verbs of motion, including fictive motion, such as verbs of perception (Guillaume, 2006; Vuillermet, 2013; Voisin, 2013). The African data under focus in this paper is therefore particularly interesting since the same satellites are used to encode both deictic directionality and AM. Beyond doubt, whether a satellite receives one reading rather than the other is dependent on the semantics of the main verb and the type of events it lexicalises. All the sources consulted assume the same dichotomy: deictic directionality occurs with verbs of motion and AM with other verbs. However, the data shows a more complex picture. The distributions of deictic directionality and AM vary across the languages (something already touched upon in Belkadi, 2015a). In many languages the satellites derive AM interpretations with verbs that may express motion or fictive motion and some languages allow deictic interpretations with verbs that are not generally categorised within the motion class. The only clear dichotomy that can be established from the corpus is one between path-of-motion verbs, which systematically trigger directional readings in the corpus, and those describing states and some activities such as ‘drink’, ‘sleep’ or ‘eat’, which systematically trigger AM readings in the corpus. Other classes of verbs can derive directional or AM interpretations depending on the language and sometimes the particular utterance context (see Bourdin, 2005; Belkadi, 2015a for more detail). In what follows I present verbs or verb classes that are recurrent in the data, and discuss the variations or similarities in their interpretations with the satellites. The results are preliminary and need to be further investigated for each language that presents the ambiguity. However they are informative from a typological point of view for they show (i) the fuzzy boundaries between the categories of AM and deictic directionals.    

3.1.	Motion verbs 
The main issue with the dichotomy between directionals and AM satellites based on their distributions with motion verbs proposed in most of the sources in this corpus is the lack of a clear definition of what a motion verb is assumed to be and the lack of a distinction between different types of motion. Here, following Talmy (1985; 2000) I take a motion verb to be one expressing an event in which a figure moves with respect to a ground along a path. In a language, there can be different classes of motion verbs. Three classes are relevant in this discussion. Path-of-motion verbs, such as the English verbs ‘to enter’, ‘to descend’ or ‘to arrive’, lexicalise a path. Manner-of-motion verbs, such as ‘jump’, ‘run’ or ‘swim’ in English, lexicalise a manner in which a figure may move but give no precision as to the trajectory followed by the figure. Finally causative motion verbs, such as ‘take’ or ‘give’ in English, describe a motion of the figure caused by an external agent. 
	Given the definition of motion assumed here, verbs lexicalising a path can be considered to the most prototypical motion verbs. As expected, there is a very strong tendency in the corpus for these types of verbs to derive directionality rather than AM when they interact with deictic satellites​[2]​. All such verbs in the corpus trigger directional readings. This is illustrated with the verbs glossed as ‘return’ and descend’ in examples (24) and (25), respectively from Kenga and Mandinka.  
















		‘Bring down the food left-over et give it to the dogs!’
 
Talmy (2000) assumes that manner-of-motion verbs encode self-contained motion ‒ that is one in which the figure does not change location over time ‒ rather than translational motion. However, it has been noted in the general literature that some manner-of-motion verbs seem to presuppose motion which involves a change of location (Allen et al., 2007; Gehrke, 2008; Beavers et al., 2010). This is the case of verbs expressing running events, for instance, which cross-linguistically tend to display the same distributional and semantic properties as path-of-motion verbs (Folli & Ramchand, 2005; Pourcel & Kopecka, 2006; Nikitina, 2008; Beavers et al., 2010). Apart from ‘run’, verbs which may behave like path-of-motion verbs vary cross-linguistically (Beavers et al., 2010), but those describing such events as walking or jumping are often mentioned. Verbs describing dancing events, on the other hand, are often described as not typically presupposing motion across space (Croft et al., 2007). In the corpus there are variations reflecting these observed differences between manner-of-motion verbs. The verbs glossed as ‘to walk’, ‘to run’ or ‘to jump’, when they are provided in examples, trigger directional readings of the satellites (see 26) and never AM readings. 
		
(26)	a.	Tima (Niger-Congo: Alamin et al., 2012 : 21)
			kì-címbʌ́rí	ɛ́n-díík-íŋ		áỳɪnt̪ɘ́					mádɘ̀ràsà
			nc.sg-child	tam-walk-ven	dir:speaker.there		school
			‘The child is walking towards the school (where I am)/ the child is					coming towards the school.’

		b.	Otoro (Kordofanian, Niger-Congo; Stevenson, 2009: 263)
			ɔɽ-a
			run-3rdStem
			‘Run back or run towards the speaker!’
 
		c.	Datooga (Nilotic, Nilo-Saharan; Kiessling, 2007: 130)
			qwá-hìiŋáad-á				nìirjá			gwà-éeʃ-à	nìirjá
			sbj3-descend.mob.itv-is	other.nom		sbj3-say-is	other.nom
‘One of them descended (away from speaker), and he said to the other one (...).’

By contrast, the verbs glossed as ‘to dance’ which occur in two languages, Otoro and Taqbaylit, trigger AM. Other manner-of-motion verbs are not recurrently discussed in the examples from the corpus. Only the verb describing the event of swimming is mentioned in Taqbaylit to trigger AM. The Taqbaylit examples involving AM with the counterparts of ‘dance’ and ‘swim’ are provided in (27) below.

(27)	Taqbaylit (Berber, Afro-Asiatic) 
		a. 	t-cdḥ				=d		di	tamγra
			3sgf-dance.pfv	=ven		in	wedding




			‘He is swimming and then he will come back.’

Like manner-of-motion verbs, those expressing causative motion also trigger contrastive readings of the deictic satellites depending on the language. In the corpus examples involving causative motion verbs frequently trigger AM readings. Thus, in Anywa (Nilotic, Nilo-Saharan; Reh, 1996) the ventive derived form cìmm, which contrasts with the simple form cìB ‘to give’, means ‘come and give’. In Koyraboro Senni (Songhay, Nilo-Saharan; Heath, 1999) the form haamey-kate ‘snatch-ventive’ is translated as ‘snatch and bring’.  In Tima, as shown in (28), associated motion is derived with the verb glossed as ‘take’. 

(28)	Tima (Niger-Congo, Alamin et al., 2012 : 28)
		ayí			mà-à-kʊ̀t-íŋ
 		go.imp:sg		purp-2sg-take-tr:ven
		‘Go to take it and come!’ ​[3]​
		‘Go and take it, and come!’









		‘This boy, I picked him up (lit. carried him) in my hands.’

3.2.	Verbs of Perception
Besides motion, one criterion for distinguishing between deictic directionals and AM markers often suggested in the literature is to check their interpretation with verbs of perception such as ‘look’, ‘see’ or ‘find’ (Voisin, 2013; Rose, 2015). Across languages, the events described by verbs of perception are often conceived as involving fictive motion; i.e. motion across a metaphorical path extending from the perceiver to the perceived entity (Talmy, 2000; Slobin, 2008). Given the relation between perception and motion, deictic directionals should provide a deictic path modification for the perception event, while AM markers simply add a separate motion event. In the corpus, the interpretation of the satellites with perception verbs varies. Examples are found of perception verbs deriving AM motion with the deictic satellites in Masai, Mandinka, Datooga​[4]​, and Serer (see 30 and 31), but deictic directionality in Lele and most Berber languages (see 32). 
 
(30)	Masai (Nilotic, Nilo-Saharan; Tucker & Mpaayei, 1955: 124)
		a.	iŋoru-aki			









			‘to find’					‘to go find’







		‘He found there Gahha pulling out carrots and onions.’ 

One language, Mali Tamasheq even allows both readings with different verbs of perception. The verb glossed as ‘to find’ derives an AM reading, but the verb ‘to see’ allows a directional readings. This is shown in (33).

(33)	Tamasheq (Berber, Afro-Asiatic; Heath, 2005: 599)
 		a.  	i-jræ̀w=ǝdd				áz̦rǝf 		y		a-d				




‘He got (literally found) money and brought it in order that I build.’ 

	b.	a-s-íkǝl				wǝ	-ndín,
              	sg-instr-trip			m-dem,
				
			má-dǝγ-ǝs=ǝ̀dd		t-ǝnháy-æd?
            	what-in-3sg=ven	 	2sg-see.res-2sg
            	‘That recent trip, what did you see during it?’ 
			
3.3.	URINATE and UPROOT
Besides verbs of perception, there are other relevant types of verbs found in the corpus that also either derive AM or deictic directionality, depending on the language. In this section I discuss two of these verbs. The first one, glossed as ‘to urinate’, occurs in examples from Anywa and Ghadamsi. The second, glossed as ‘to uproot’ is found in Koyra Chiini and Ghadamsi too. As can be observed, the ventive satellites derive two kinds of interpretations when used with these verbs.  In Anywa and Koyra Chiini, they respectively derive prior and subsequent motion, but not in Ghadamsi, where they simply deictically specify the goals of the events.       

(34)	‘Urinate’  
		a.	Anywa (Nilotic, Nilo-Saharan; Reh, 1996: 257): AM
			láaɲɲ	 
			urinate.ven




		b.	Ghadamsi (Berber, Afro-Asiatic: Kossmann, 2013: 103): Directionality 
			y-ăbul=az=d							esm=i
     		3sgm-urinate.pfv=3sg.dat=ven		ear=loc 
			‘He urinated in his ears.’

(35)	‘Uproot’  
		a.	Koyra Chiini (Songhay, Nilo-Saharan: Heath, 2001: 140): AM
			no-o		koy	dogo-kate		[hayni	woo		ra]
			2sg		go		uproot-ven		  millet		dem		loc
			‘You go and uproot that millet (and come back with it)!’







			‘Why did you uproot these carrots and onions (towards here)?’

Verbs like ‘urinate’ and ‘uproot’ are often discussed as verbs describing bodily secretions and natural phenomena (Bentolila, 1969; Fleisch, 2012; Kossman, 2013). In the literature on deictic directionality in some of the languages in the corpus, verbs describing bodily secretions or natural phenomena​[5]​ are argued to be marked by directionals because they either involve the appearance of a figure into the speaker’s sphere or the disappearance of this figure from the speaker’s space (Bentolila, 1969; El Mountassir, 2000; Fleisch, 2012; Kossman, 2013; Alamin et al., 2012). With ‘urinate’, the figure would be a bodily fluid. With a verb such as ‘uproot’ the figure would be an entity coming out of the ground (Kossmann, 2013). Belkadi (2015b) proposes that the verbs in (34) and (35) may in fact be interpreted in Ghadamsi as involving motion across a path, and that the satellites simply modify the path associated with the events described by the verbs: they deictically specify the goals. The distinction in interpretations with these two verbs is relevant here as it further shows that the dichotomy between events describing motion and those that do not is not an enough criterion to distinguish between deictic directionals and AM affixes.     

3.4.	States and Activities
There are as mentioned in the introduction some verbs that are never found with deictic directional interpretations in the corpus. They include stative verbs, such as the counterparts of ‘to stay’ and some activities such as the counterparts of ‘to eat’, ‘to drink’, or ‘to sleep’. Some examples are given below. 

(36)	a.	Tima (Niger-Congo, Alamin et al., 2012 : 27)
			mɔ́ɔ̀k-íŋ
			drink.imp:sg-ven
			‘Drink and come (to where I am)!’

		b. 	Somali (Cushitic, Afro-Asiatic; Bourdin, 2005: 20)
			waan			soo	seex-day
			foc:1sg		ven	sleep-pst:1sg
			(i) ‘I took a nap before coming here.’
			(ii)‘I took a nap on my way here (on the bus).’

		c.	Kenga (Nilotic, Nilo-Saharan; Neukom, 1993: 136)
			m-íŋg-ó			súùk̠		kí
			1sg-stay-ven		market		dat
			‘I was at the market (and I came back).’

4.	Discussion
The cross-linguistic variations found in the corpus are empirically and typologically significant. For one, they demonstrate that the distributions of AM readings and directional readings are generally language dependent. Hence, a distinction between the categories of AM and that of deictic path expressions based on their semantic function with verbs of motion and verbs of perception is too broad. The idea will not be developed in detail here, but it is highly probable that, for many of the languages in the survey, AM arises in contexts where directional readings are not available for the deictic satellites. If this hypothesis is correct then for each language, there might be some specifications or restrictions on the type of events that can be modified by deictic path expressions and those that cannot, which are then interpreted with AM meanings. A similar kind of argument is developed by Bourdin (2005:18) to account for the distribution of AM in Somali, as explicit in the following citation: 
[The ventive and itive satellites] “refer to motion events (M) which take place in physical space. Syntactically they modify a verb which itself refers to a process (P). The relation between P and M may be one of identity, coincidence or contiguity. There is identity if the process designated by the verb is M itself, there is coincidence if P and M are concomitant, and there is contiguity if M frames P. 

Similarly, Belkadi (2014; 2015a) shows that directionals in Taqbaylit Berber deictically modify any verb which lexicalises a path or similar component and verbs which encode an event conceptualised as involving translocational motion. The classes of verbs which take the directional reading are numerous in the language, and encompass the traditional motion vs. non-motion division. Hence, they also include verbs with a beneficiary goal argument, verbs of contact (e.g. ‘hit’, ‘touch’), verbs of emission of a stimulus (e.g. ‘say’, ‘sing’), inchoative verbs (e.g. ‘build’, ‘be born’) and degree achievements. Verbs describing events which do not fit the relevant criteria derive AM readings. 
	The current assumption is in fact supported by the few generalities which come out of the data. As shown above, all path-of-motion verbs and manner-of-motion verbs describing translocational motion in the corpus give rise to directional readings, while states and activities which are less likely to involve motion derive AM. Classes of verbs which may or may not be interpreted as involving motion, such as verbs of causative motion, verbs of perception or verbs describing bodily secretions or natural phenomena, are where the variations in the interpretations of the satellites are the strongest. Due to the nature of the corpus, a number of verb classes shown to share strong similarities with motion verbs, such as, for example, change of state verbs (Lakoff, 1990; Aske, 1989; Levin & Rappaport Hovav, 1992; Talmy, 2000 amongst others) were excluded from the discussion. Some parsing examples in the data suggest that variations exist with this class of verbs too, but it is not possible to check how significant they are. 
	Another type of support comes from the interpretation of path-encoding prepositions in English. In the following examples the path prepositions encode motion events co-occurring with the non motional events lexicalised by the verbs (Talmy, 2000: 46).
 
(37)	a. She wore a green dress to the party.  
			b. I whistled past the graveyard.  
 
Talmy (2000) analyses these as complex motion events (henceforth CME), a semantic structure involving a motion event, framed in the path expression, and a co-event, lexicalised by the main verb. The co-events in (37) stand in a relation of concomitance with the motion event: the events of wearing a dress and whistling co-occur with but do not pertain to the motion. Crucially, structures in which path expressions do not intuitively seem to mark a distinct motion event, as in ‘The ball rolled down the corridor’ are also analysed as complex event structures​[6]​, involving a co-event expressing a relation of manner. The difference in their interpretation does not depend on whether path expressions lexicalise or not motion per se but rather, depend on how they relate to their co-events. Some relations trigger what Levin & Rappaport (1999: 15) refer to as ‘co-identification’, a process whereby two conceptually distinct events can semantically integrate and be construed as encoding different properties or facets of a single event; others give rise to interpretations where the two events must remain distinct. In a manner complex event, co-events semantically integrate into one indiscriminate event. In concomitant complex events, such as (37), by contrast, co-events do not pertain to the motion event and are always interpreted as distinct. 
	Overall, a larger-scale study of verb semantics and interpretations derived for path satellites across these languages is needed to identify clear patterns and stronger tendencies. And ultimately come to a pertinent categorisation of the satellites involved and a better understanding of the category AM. Nonetheless a ranking of the verb classes discussed in this section depending on how typically they derive a directional reading is tentatively proposed in (38). According to this ranking, the verb classes on the right are more likely to trigger associated motion readings, while those on the left are more likely to derive directional readings. 

(38)	Path Motion > Motion translational > Causative motion > Perception >  
		(Natural phenomena and bodily secretions?) > Activities not involving 
		translational motion > States 

It follows from this that satellites triggering AM readings with verbs on the left side of the scale are more likely to be ‘real’ markers of motion and belong to the category of AM, while those triggering directional readings with verbs from the lower part of the scale are more likely to be path expressions.  
	From a typological point of view, the fact that the variations of interpretations of the satellites are stronger with lexical classes appearing towards the middle of the scale (i.e. verbs of causative motion, perception and natural phenomena/ bodily secretions) is also quite significant. It suggests that the distinction between AM markers and path expressions is more gradual (and probably dynamic) than clear cut. 

5.	Conclusion 
In this paper I have described and compared associated motion constructions displayed by a range of languages from the four main linguistic phyla of Africa. I have shown that these constructions share some properties of more common patterns of associated motion identified in many languages of central Australia and South America. In all cases a motion event subordinated to the event lexicalised by a verb is encoded by a satellite, or ‘grammatical morpheme’ (Guillaume, under review), rather than a verb or satellite clause. Added motion events relate to the main event temporally ─ they can precede, co-occur with or follow it ─ and grammatically, since both events share one argument. 
	However, the associated motion constructions displayed by the languages in the corpus also exhibit some particularities. Their main characteristic is to mark subordinated motion by satellites which are more generally categorised as deictic path expressions and all include as one of their functions (depending on the context) the marking of deictic directionality. Second, unlike the most characteristic AM morphemes which associate particular forms in their paradigms with specific features of a motion event, the forms displayed by the languages in the corpus are often ambiguous and may mark different types of motion depending on the context. Finally, the occurrence of AM itself very much depends on the type of events lexicalised by the main verb it modifies.  
	 From a typological point of view, the data discussed in this paper has some implications. First, it comes to support observations made in the recent literature that associated motion, as a monoverbal strategy to link backgrounded motion events to events lexicalised by a main verb, is effectively quite widespread and recurrent in a range of unrelated languages (Wilkins, 1991; Rose, 2015; Guillaume, under review). This means that AM indeed needs to be considered as a cross-linguistic strategy for expressing sequences of events, just like serial verb constructions, compounding and various clause-linking strategies. However, the African data also shows that ‘motional concepts’ (Koch, 1984) can in fact be associated with satellites more generally encoding path notions, rather than by a particular group of morphemes specifically lexicalising motion. Theoretically this means that definitions of the category of AM currently proposed, which rely solely on the expression of motion, (Rose, 2015; Voisin, 2013; Guillaume, under review) are too broad and need to be refined. Moreover the pervasive ambiguity of deictic satellites in African languages between directional readings and AM highlight the fuzzy boundaries between the category of AM and path expressions. The fact that these ambiguities are related to the semantics of the main verb in the languages surveyed, and in a number of languages in which the category of AM is clearly identified, needs to be further investigated.        

Abbreviations 
1: first person, 2: second person, 3: third person, abs: absolutive, acc: accusative, all: allative, aor: aorist, caus: causative, com: comitative, d: declarative, dat: dative, dem: demonstrative, det: determiner, dir: directional, emph: emphatic, es: subject emphatic, ev: verb emphatic, f: feminine, foc: focus, fut: future, gen: genitive, hort: hortative, imp: imperative, inf: infinitive, ins: instrumental, ipfv: imperfective, is: inflectional suffix, itn: itinerant, itv: itive, loc: locative, m: masculine, mob: mobilitive, nc: noun class, nom: nominative, obj: object, obl: oblique, pass: passive, pc: past completive, pfv: perfective, pl: plural, poss: possessive, prox: proximal, pst: past, purp: purposive, rep: reported, res: resultative, sbj: subject, sg: singular, sub: subordination marker, tam: tense/aspect/mood, tr: transitive, ven: ventive, 
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^1	 There are languages in which AM does not occur with certain classes of verbs, such as deictic verbs or some motion verbs (Wilkins, 2006; Guillaume, 2009; Rose, 2015).
^2	  These interpretations can be contrasted with the interpretation of canonical AM morphemes with similar classes of verbs. In Wolof (Atlantic, Niger-Congo; Voisin, 2013), the suffixes i and ji derive associated prior motion even with ‘walk’ and the path-of-motion verb glossed as ‘to cross’. dafa 	dox-i 				ci 		tefes 	gi.ev.3sg 	walk-go&do 		loc 	beach def‘He went to walk on the beach.’foofa 		la 			jall-e-ji 				dex 	gidem.loc 	ec.3sg 	cross-appl-go&do 	river 	def‘It is there that he went and crossed the river.’
^3	  Cf. 21  
^4	  The AM example involving the verb ‘to see’ in Datooga was marked by the mobilitive extension, which seems to really have AM as its primary function.  
^5	  Verbs describing similar types of events are provided in examples from Tima (Niger-Congo, Alamin et al., 2012) and Hausa (Chadic, Afro-Asiatic; Newman, 2000), where they trigger directional readings of the ventive satellites.  
^6	  A number of authors similarly argue that path expressions in such structures are associated with separate events at some level (see Levin & Rappaport, Croft, 1991; Kenny, 1963).
